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Galaxies lie at the 
crossroads of 
astronomy

The study of galaxies brings together nearly all 
astronomical disciplines:

stellar astronomy --- the formation and 
evolution of stars in galaxies

“gastrophysics” --- the behavior of and the 
interaction between gas in and between galaxies

high and low energy processes --- from dust to 
AGN

cosmology --- the formation and evolution of 
galaxies



And uses nearly all observational 
techniques...

from low-frequency radio observations 
(LOFAR)

through the radio, mm, sub-mm, infrared, 
optical, and UV bands

to the X-ray and γ-ray bands
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Galaxies are regular

Galaxies follow, by and 
large, scaling relations (or 
laws)

like stars --- the HR 
diagram is a kind of 
scaling law, in log L vs. 
log Teff

the HR diagram arise 
from the fact that 
stars “forget” their 
initial conditions on 
short (hydrodynamic) 
timescales

in stars, evolution is 
clean; formation is messy



Galaxies, however, do not 
forget their initial 
conditions

scaling relations tell 
us about the initial 
conditions of galaxy 
formation as well as 
subsequent processes

for galaxies, neither 
formation nor 
evolution are clean!



Galaxies are composed of two types of 
matter:

Baryonic matter---the stuff we’re all 
made of---which composes roughly 15% of 
the matter (but only 4.4% of the energy 
density) in the Universe

Dark matter---the vast majority of which 
is not baryonic---which composes the 
other 85% of the mass of the Universe 
(but only 27% of the energy density)

Structure and 
morphology of galaxies



These types of matter have 
different radial distributions:

Baryons are concentrated 
(primarily) to the inner 
tens of kpc;

Dark matter can extend 
to hundreds of kpc

Why?

Dissipation --- baryons 
can lose energy through 
radiation, but DM can’t

DM: 85% of mass

Baryons



Visible (baryonic) components of galaxies

two basic structural components:

spheroids

round(ish), stars on eccentric orbits, 
low net rotation (usually), high 
entropy: “hot” systems

disks

flattened, rotating structure, circular 
orbits, low entropy: “cold”

The “Hubble Sequence” is roughly a 
continuum of the ratio of these two 
components



The Milky Way, a typical “disk” galaxy, is a 
superposition of spheroid (bulge & halo) and 
disk (thin & thick) components

can be distinguished by stellar velocities 
(relative to the Sun):

stars with low velocities are disk stars

stars with high velocities are spheroid 
stars



What are the basic aims of any kind of 
classification scheme?

Transform qualitative impression into 
quantitative information

Complete

Unambiguous assignment of every object 
to a class

Illuminate physical processes

Avoid irrelevant detail: economical 
description

Morphological 
classification



The Hubble Sequence

Classes are E(0-7), S0, Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Irr

Three criteria:

Primary: small-scale lumpiness due to star 
formation now (current SFR)

THE HUBBLE SEQUENCE IS BASICALLY 
A SEQUENCE IN PRESENT-DAY STAR 
FORMATION RATE!

Early-type Late-type

Elliptical galaxies S0
galaxies

Spiral galaxies



Criteria, cont.:

Secondary:  Bulge (spheroid) to disk ratio 
(B/D)

Tertiary: Pitch-angle (PA), prominence 
(APr), and number (m) of spiral arms

Criteria sometimes disagree, like Sa’s with 
small bulges

Of course, the Hubble Sequence doesn’t 
satisfy all desires of a classification scheme

Note that many galaxies (peculiars) don’t 
fit!



B/T ratio systematically 
varies along sequence, as 
desired, but not 
monotonically (Kent 1985)

B/D ratios along the 
Hubble Sequence
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Why do the Hubble 
criteria correlate?

Density-wave theory for spiral structure 
predicts that number of arms increases when 
disk mass decreases

if f=μ(disk)/μ(spheroid) (where μ is 
surface density), then m~1/f (Carlberg 
1987)

Bulges are dense and concentrated, so they 
have rapidly rising rotation curves and 
significant differential rotation

so as B/D increases, arms get tightly 
wound

So as B/D increases, lots of tightly-wound 
arms; as B/D decreases, few loosely-wound 
arms



Physical parameters 
along the Hubble 

Sequence

Figure 5
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Optical Linear Size

Both the median and mean values of linear diameter show subtle differences
along the Hubble sequence as evident in Figure 2a, with the most distinguishing

feature being the "smallness" of the latest types. Within the RC3-LSc sample,

the classical spirals show a small systematic increase in size toward the later

types. Such a trend is less obvious in the flux-limited RC3-UGC sample. The

largest early-type galaxies, the cDs, are underrepresented in the current sample

since they are too rare to be found nearby. Their location in regions of highest

local density suggests that their large sizes are related to their spatial locations

in the deepest potential wells.

It should be noted that the Malmquist bias also affects diameter-limited

catalogs in the sense that objects at larger distances have characteristically

larger linear diameters. The measurement of optical size enters into the debate

concerning the degree of extinction internal to a spiral disk and into the sur-

face brightness level to which a diameter measurement refers (Valentijn 1991,

Burstein et al 1991, Giovanelli et al 1994).

Optical Luminosity

The optical luminosity LB is a parameter of scale. Like the linear size, the range
of median LB values characteristic of classical galaxies varies only slightly, until

the latest types, where the distinctiveness of the dwarfs becomes evident (Figure
2b). The ellipticals here are slightly brighter than spirals.

LUMINOSITY FUNCTION Binggeli et al (1988) have carefully reviewed what

is currently known about the luminosity function ~(L). In their study 

the Virgo cluster (Binggeli et al 1985), they derive the luminosity function

¯ (L, T) for each morphological type separately. The range of luminosities

representative of the classical galaxies is seen to be similar, as in Figure 2b, with
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Figure 2 Global galaxy parameters vs morphological type. Circles represent the RC3-UGC
sample; squares the RC3-LSc sample. Filled symbols are medians; open ones are mean values.
The lower bar is the 25tt’ percentile; the upper the 75th percentile. Their range measures half the

sample. The sample size is given in Table 1. (a) log linear radius Rua(kpc) to an isophote of 

mag/arcsec2 , (b) log blue luminosity LI3 in solar units, (c) log total ma~ss MT in solar units, (d) 
total mass-to-luminosity ratio MT/LB.
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Figure 4 Same as Figure 2, for (a) log total HI mass MHb (b) log HI mass-to-blue luminosity

ratio Mni/Ln, (c) log HI mass fraction MnI/MT, (d) log FIR luminosity LFIR. The dashed lines

indicate significantly fewer data for these types.
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Note that the fractional mass of HI relative 
to the total galaxy mass increases as B/D 
decreases

fuel for star formation increases as B/D 
decreases, so SFR should increase as B/D 
decreases

can be seen (roughly) from colors as 
function of type:

early-types are red (~no SF)
late-types are blue (lots of SF)



integrated overview of Hubble sequence:

mass increases, B/D increases

most massive galaxies, largest B/D: EARLY 
TYPES

bulges

rising rotation curves -> differential 
rotation

tightly-wound arms

low disk mass

large number of arms

low HI content

low SFR today



least massive galaxies (still on Hubble 
Sequence): LATE TYPES

disks

linear rotation curves -> solid-body motion

loosely-wrapped arms

high disk mass

small number of arms

high HI content

high SFR today



Main question about Hubble Sequence:

why does B/D increase with mass?

mergers help explain this:

mergers make bulges by destroying 
disks, and make galaxies bigger

therefore, mergers tend to have 
mass increase as B/D increases

but how did big spirals settle down to 
have big gas disks without forming stars 
along the way?



Peculiar galaxies: the 
“trash heap”



“Peculiar” galaxies can have

distortions of bulges and disks by 
gravitational processes

gas and dust in systems where 
unexpected, often unrelaxed

starbursts

Nearly all due to mergers or interactions 
with other galaxies

Toomre & Toomre (1972): first models of 
tidal encounters (more at the end of the 
course!)



Galaxies can move between Hubble classes 
through the “peculiar” stage

IRONY:

“peculiar” galaxies are actively forming

Hubble Sequence only fits galaxies 
passively forming!



The Distant Universe: 
Deep Fields





Using images like this (and the HDF-N,S), we 
should be able to classify galaxies using the 
Hubble Sequence at much greater distances

however, there are a few issues to confront:

distances are required to understand both 
the sizes and ages of the galaxies

distances require redshifts AND 
cosmological parameters

distant galaxies are younger than those 
used to define the Hubble Sequence: more 
peculiar galaxies

resolution is poor compared to local 
galaxies and usually limited to a few 
bandpasses: and not necessarily those 
observed for nearby galaxies



But it’s more important to understand the 
fates of these distant galaxies than their 
specific types:

which galaxies become elliptical galaxies 
today? which become spiral galaxies?

what did the Milky Way look like at 
z=1,2,3,4,...?



Galaxies do not live in isolation (usually!)
They live in different environments:

Voids: large empty regions
Groups: small gravitationally-bound 
associations
Filaments: “strings” of galaxies between 
clusters, bounding voids
Clusters: large bound structures

Note: astronomers often speak of “the 
field”---this is the average density region, 
mostly group-like environments

The environments of 
galaxies



Dressler (1980) quantified the 
“morphology-density” relation

Elliptical galaxies are much more 
likely to be found in rich, dense 
clusters than are spiral galaxies: 
80% of ellipticals are in clusters

Spiral galaxies live in “field-like” 
environments

This is true even at z~0.5, although 
effect is not so strong (Dressler et 
al. 1997)

Does environment 
affect evolution?
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FIG. 3.ÈThe T [ & relation for all 55 clusters of the clusterD80
sample, but limited to a smaller area of 1.2 Mpc, comparable to that
covered by the more distant HST sample. From top to bottom: all clusters,
centrally concentrated clusters, low-concentration clusters.

FIG. 4.ÈThe T [ & relation for 10 clusters at intermediate redshift,
0.36 \ z \ 0.57. The histogram in the top box shows the number of gal-
axies in each bin, with the shaded portion indicating the number after
correcting for Ðeld contamination.

tions of this di†erence in E and S0 populations is discussed
in ° 5.

We now ask whether any trend of morphology with
density is apparent for the distant sample. From itFigure 4
appears that a modest T [ & relation is present, but it is
only for the bins of highest densityÈover the last factor of 5
in surface density. Over this range the spiral fraction plum-
mets and the elliptical fraction rises sharply, but for the
lower density zones, over which there is a very noticeable
gradient in the nearby clusters, the relationships are basi-
cally Ñat. Slicing the sample by redshift or richness does not
change this result. However, when the sample is divided by
the cluster concentration, which correlates well with degree
of regularity, a very di†erent picture emerges. We have used

& OemlerÏs deÐnition of concentration asButcher (1978)
log where the and refer to the radii(R60/R20), R60 R20containing 60% and 20% of the cluster populations, respec-
tively. These values are given in under the headingTable 1
““ Concentration. ÏÏ shows the T [ & relation forFigure 6
the four clusters of the z D 0.5 sample with the highest
central concentrationÈ3C 295, Cl 0024 ] 16, Cl 0016]16,
and Cl 0054[27. The T [ & relation for this subset is steep
and well-deÐned over the entire density range, as strong as
the T [ & relation for the low-redshift sample. As expected,
the T-R relation being more or less degenerate with(Fig. 7),
T [ & for these cases, is also very strong for these clusters.
Although the gradients in are as strong as thatFigure 6
found for low-redshift clusters, there are substantial di†er-
ences, of course. Most obvious is the prevalence of spiral
galaxies even in very high-density regions. And although
the S0 galaxies show the same Ñat distribution in projected
density, they are, as we have pointed out, far less abundant.
Finally, in comparison with appears toFigure 3, Figure 6
show a 5%È10% excess of elliptical galaxies at the same
surface density, extending to much higher fractions, at
higher density, than has been found for lower redshift clus-
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Local clusters

Intermediate-z
clusters



Dense environments also contain significant 
amounts of hot gas (the “intracluster 
medium”=ICM) which can interact with the 
galaxies



This hot gas can strip (cold and hot) gas from 
galaxies “falling” into the cluster

ram-pressure stripping

Galaxies can also interact within clusters and 
groups

clusters: passing encounters, tidal stripping, 
galaxy “harassment”

groups: all the above + mergers

So environment does affect evolution!

but details are uncertain and quantification still 
difficult!



Gravitational Instability 
Picture: the formation 

of galaxies



In a cold dark matter-dominated cosmology 
(with or without a cosmological constant) with 
inflation, galaxies arise from overdense 
regions in the mostly-uniform matter 
distribution

galaxies act as “closed” universes

perturbations get amplified by gravity 
within and between galaxies

-> hierarchical clustering

A quick overview



Interactions and mergers change galaxies 
and give or remove angular momentum (and 
thus “spin”)

Mergers disrupt disks and transform them 
into spheroids

Roughly, we can say that 

disks are the portions of galaxies that 
have formed stars since the last major 
interaction, while

spheroids are the portions that made 
stars before or during the last major 
interactions


